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Kindly suggest . A: You can use ewcommand\foo[1]{...
} with command=\foo:

\documentclass[12pt,letterpaper]{article}
\usepackage{amsmath} \begin{document}

ewcommand\foo[1]{Foo-#1}% \foo{bar}
\end{document} I suggest you not to write \foo= for
the command \foo, as \foo doesn't have to be a math

function, so you cannot guarantee the correct
assignment. Also in some METHODS sources there is

no need for macro variables. Just write
ewcommand\foo[1]{foo-#1} How to choose between

the two following options? Option 1:
ewcommand{\foo}[1]{Foo-#1}

ewcommand{\bar}[1]{Foo-#1-bar} Option 2:
ewcommand{\foo}[1]{foo-#1}

ewcommand{\bar}[1]{Foo-#1-bar} I suggest you not
to write \foo= for the command \foo, as \foo doesn't

have to be a math function, so you cannot guarantee
the correct assignment. A: I don't really understand

what you are asking, but in addition to the first
answer, if you were interested in doing some fancy

footwork with \foo, you could do ewcommand{\foo}[1]
{\begingroup\edef\foo{\the#1}\foo} \foo{bar} that is,

first we do the "macro expansion" (putting the the
arguments into an expandable variable) and then we

execute the code we want. The \foo{bar} is not
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expanded to just "bar", it is expanded to a code block
in which the text "bar" is text, which expands to
"Hello, world". A: Beware of trying to give new

commands in Math mode. They are lost. You can,
however, change ewcommand{\do}{\mathord{\rmdo}
to ewcommand{\do}{\mathbin{\rmdo}} (you'll notice

that the \mathrel{do} is 6d1f23a050
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